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AdéliEco Penguin

Cast (In Order of Appearance): 

Narrator
Floor Manager
Blair Chills
Director
Camera Operator

Animals:
Emperor Penguin
King Penguin 
Gentoo Penguin
Macaroni Penguin 
Chinstrap Penguin
Adélie Penguin
Toucan
Snake
Monkey
Butterfly
Pink Dolphin
Jaguar
Frog
Coral
Seahorse
Mantaray
Cedar Waxwing
Turtle Dove
Song Sparrow
Goldfinch
Nora Narwhal
Norman Narwhal
Madam Aurora Borealis
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AdéliEco Penguin
Scene 1 - The Antarctic

An Antarctic ice shelf. TV crew and celebrity presenter preparing to film penguins in a live shoot. 

Narrator: Once upon a time, deep in the heart of the chilly South Pole, on the continent of
Antarctica, is a handsome adventurer-presenter Blair Chills and his TV crew on a live interactive
show of the Top Cutest Animals in the World. 

Floor Manager: Okay Blair let’s run through from the top before we go live, count in from 5, 4,
3, 2,1 action. 

Song 1- Blair Chills

Blair Chills (Spoken):
Hello and welcome to the land of ice floes 

Where the cold wind whispers blizzards of snow 

Hello and welcome to the harsh cold poles  
If you don’t wear gloves here your fingers turn to ice poles 

(Aside to Camera Operator) Are you getting my best side? Do a close-up! Ready?

Hello and welcome to the South Pole 
Where together we will encounter wild animals untold 

Hello and welcome to my interactive show  
Where I stand with you alone on these crystal ice-floes 

(Aside to Floor Manager) I think my left side is best! OH! You don't agree? Well, I guess I could try
the other side. Oh I see, you were just shivering

Get ready for some interactive animal fun 
Where together we will vote for our favourite one 

We will find our top!..our animal!.. our number one! 

(Aside to Director) How do I look? Hang on, let me fix my hair, this wind is really messing it up and it
took me hours to look this good. (Fixes Hair) Okay...almost there...I’m ready!

Director: We are going live in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1...
 

Hello and welcome we’re live from the South Pole  
Where the wind blows and blows and blows and blows….

Director (Exasperated): CUT!

 Song Ends
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Director: Nice Blair Chills, very good. Keep smiling at the camera. Here comes what we are
here for… the penguin parade right on queue!

Blair Chills: Here is the adorable penguin parade, listen to hear how they chirp and squark,
such a sound and sight to behold from the comfort of your overheated homes.

 All Penguins except Adélie waddle on stage and pull puppy-eye faces.

Emperor Penguin: Better introduce ourselves. Let’s all get right up to the camera and pretend
to be clueless. They love it when we do that sort of stuff. 

Camera Operator: This is great for the camera! 

Blair Chills: The Penguins are in a confident mood. We have here the Emperor Penguin, Kind
Penguin, Gentoo Penguin, Chinstrap Penguin, macaroni penguin…

Director: Keep the camera and boom steady as best you can… I know you are being slightly
ambushed there!

All Penguins (over-lapping each other): Hi there! Hello! Bonjour! Greetings! Hiya!

Blair Chills: There are 10 species of penguins that live here and we have an impressive 5 that
have come to check out the camera today.

All Penguins: Where is Adélie (pronounced AD-EL-EE) Penguin? 

Emperor Penguin: I thought Adelie was with you, King?

King Penguin: I thought she was with you, Gentoo?

Gentoo Penguin: No! I thought she was with you, Chinstrap? 

Chinstrap Penguin: No! I thought she was with you, Macaroni?

Macaroni Penguin :No! I thought she was with… erm… well she’s not with me!

Gentoo Penguin - Right everyone into a scrum. Come on let’s huddle together we need to
hatch a plan to find our Adélie. 

 Blair Chills: Look, out there, in the water…a little penguin! It looks like her ice-floe has become
loose…

 All: Adelie’s drifting out into the ocean!
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Song 2 - Adélie

 Adélie: (Spoken) Hiya guys! It’s me Adélie, get that camera on me so I’m on the telly - that’s
right. It’s time to save the planet, here’s how…

 (Spoken) Hello and welcome to our Interactive Show.  
It’s time to save our planet! Let’s Go!

Brrrrrrrrrrr ahhhhhhh Save Our Planet go go go.  

 (Spoken) Hello and welcome to our South Pole with its terrifying sky-high hole.
 Look up and you will see this huge black hole.

Brrrrrrrrrrr ahhhhhhhhh Save Our Planet planet go go go 
 

(Spoken) Hello and welcome to the land of ice floes 
Where the freezing winds blast with dusty blizzards of snow 

(Spoken) I’m heading north and you’re coming too, the quest?  
Northern Lights, of course! Over the seas from our southern sister, 

a Northern angel of the light that might heal this pollution destroying our natural light.

Brrrrrrrr ahhhhhhhh Save Our Planet go go go  

 (Spoken) Hello and welcome to our South Pole with its terrifying sky-high hole.
 Look up and you will see this huge black hole.

Brrrrrrrrrrr ahhhhhhhhh Save Our Planet planet go go go 

(Spoken) Hello and welcome to the land of ice floes 
Where the freezing winds blast with dusty blizzards of snow 

Brrrrrr

Brrrrrrrrrrr ahhhhhhhhh Save Our Planet planet go go go 

 (Spoken) Hello and welcome to our Interactive Show. 
It’s time to save our planet! Let’s Go!

Song Ends 


